
BEFORE AFTER

THE NEED FOR 
CAMERAWASH
IS CLEAR

CameraWash is 
compatible with 
all camera 
brands.

CAMERAWASH ELIMINATES 
DIRT, ICE, AND SNOW FROM 
OBSTRUCTING YOUR VIEW. 

It can be used on your rear vision camera, 
collision avoidance sensors, tail lights, 
mirrors, or headlights. With a push of a rocker 
switch, washer fluid mixes with high pressure 
air from your truck. 

After cleaning the surface, push the rocker 
switch in the down position and it blows the 
surface dry without any scratching. It is a 
nonabrasive, non-contact cleaning action.

It is an easy install that will improve your vision 
tremendously. You can even get a timer for 
automatic cleaning! Custom kits are available to 
fit all your cleaning needs.
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EASY TO INSTALL

- Non-abrasive, non-
contact cleaning 
Standard kit includes 30' 
harness; custom lengths 
are available

- One year warranty

- An optional timer is
available for automatic 
cleaning

- Custom kits available
for all applications

- Add a stainless steel
box for mounting on the 
side or under side
- Optional nema box for
ease of mounting

- Add up to four additional
nozzles per kit

CAMERAWASH

STANDARD KIT INCLUDES dash mounted rocker switch, fluid reservoir, pump, 
air solenoid, nozzle and bracket, wiring, tubing, and installation instructions.
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MSF1128-12SSA

CAMERAWASH W/STAINLESS STEEL BOX 
MSF1128-12SSA

CAMERAWASH BASIC KIT
MSF8470037000

CAM-CLEAN (Air Only)
MSFBLK4450BA

CAMERAWASH W/NEMA BOX 
MSF1128-12A

- 30', 50' & custom length
tubing kits available



CAMERAWASH
ACCESSORIES
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CAMERAWASH TIMER  MSF1115-5A CAMERAWASH TUBING KIT 
 MSF5010

Tubing kits are available in 
30', 50' & custom lengths

MSF1128-12A

ADDITIONAL NOZZLE KIT
 MSF8470038000

Tubing kits are available in 
18', 30' & custom lengths

The CameraWash Timer allows you to automate the 
washing a drying process based on a timed delay



CAMERA BOX W/6" ADJUSTABLE MOUNT  MSF5001 CAMERA BOX WITH “U” PIVOT  MSF5000

SIDE MOUNT BRACKET  MSFBLK4448BA STEALTH 4-POSITION MOUNT  MSF5026A

ENDURACAM MOUNT  MSF5008A 360 DEGREE MOUNT  MSF5002A

CAMERAWASH ACCESSORIES*

*MOUNTS & BRACKETS DO NOT INCLUDE CAMERAS
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